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On April 21, 2018, the North Korean leader, Kim Jong Un, announced that his national 

policy of pursuing economic development and military security in parallel would be 

superseded by a new policy. The successes of North Korea’s nuclear program, he said, 

made it possible now for the country to adopt “a new strategic line,” giving priority 

to the economy. An optimistic commentator in South Korea concluded that Kim was 

now “ready to bargain away nuclear weapons for the sake of economic development.” 

Another said, “Whether Kim Jong-un will become the Deng Xiaoping of North 

Korea will depend on whether the international community . . . can provide security 

guarantees and opportunities for economic development so that it can denuclearize.”1

This was the latest twist in a series of developments that took a dramatic turn when, 

on March 8, 2018, President Donald Trump learned that South Korea’s national security 

adviser was in the West Wing, meeting with American officials. He invited him into 

the Oval Office, and when told by the South Korean that he was bearing an invitation 

from Kim Jong Un to a bilateral meeting to discuss denuclearization of the Korean 

Peninsula, the president accepted on the spot. The North-South Korean summit is set 

to take place in Panmunjom in April. A Kim-Trump summit is expected to follow in May.

Kim’s offer to put denuclearization on the table—the objective sought by the United 

States and the world community—came as a surprise to the president, who seized 

the moment with alacrity. This surprise—but not the alacrity—was unwarranted. 

US-North Korean agreements in 1994 and 2005 had also accepted denuclearization 

as their goal. Moreover, the phrase “denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula” has a 

broader meaning for Kim than for the Americans. In the past, this term has embraced 

not only the removal of American short-range nuclear weapons—which occurred 

in 1991—but also the withdrawal of US ground forces (which serve as a trip wire for 

the US deterrent), the removal of US nuclear armed submarines and bombers from 

their regional bases, and, above all, the revocation of the US extended deterrent that 

currently guarantees South Korean security.

Does this mean that the president was mistaken in agreeing to a negotiation sought by 

Kim? Not necessarily. The groundwork for such a meeting had been patiently laid by 

a US ally rightfully concerned that events are spinning out of control and could even 
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lead to war on the peninsula. To rebuff the offer would have been perceived as churlish 

and intransigent. Moreover, President Trump’s sense of drama served him well in this 

instance: US eagerness for peace should be on the front pages, not our guarded (if 

understandable) sense of pessimism.

American participation, however, is not without risks. If diplomacy “succeeds” by 

North Korea gaining recognition as a nuclear state, dividing US alliances in the 

region, and weakening international sanctions in exchange for easily reversible North 

Korean commitments, it will be a historic blunder occasioned by a lack of preparation, 

experience, and comprehension on the part of the White House. If diplomacy fails, the 

option of military action will gain perhaps an irreversible momentum.

In the paper to which this is an introduction, I offer a comprehensive set of proposals 

to achieve the objective proffered by Kim: the dismantling of his nuclear missile 

program in exchange for a guarantee of North Korean security. What is novel about 

these proposals is that they recognize that a US offer of a guarantee can never be 

sufficient and that the elements of such an offer that would appeal to North Korea 

would be destructive of our alliances and, in the end, fruitless anyway.

It is imperative that the United States develop at once an innovative set of proposals 

to bring to the negotiations. It will be tempting to avoid doing so, in the hope that—

unlike 1994 and 2005—the North Korean leader will prove more tractable even though 

he is in a stronger position now than he was then. Avoiding developing such proposals 

will appeal to those who want to enter the negotiation and “play it by ear,” relying on 

improvisation and flexibility to make an advantageous deal. This tactic also covers over 

the lack of expertise, the loss of experienced Korea experts from the US government, 

and the short time available to develop a coherent strategy.

Such temptations must be overcome. Without careful planning, we will reap the worst 

of both worlds: we will be held responsible by the Korean people for the breakup of the 

negotiations while failing to reassure our regional allies because we appeared willing to 

bargain away their security to pacify an implacable foe.

Moreover, we must carefully consider the role of China in this matter. Once again, 

it is seductive to attempt to outflank China and bring home a successful agreement 

without its participation. In fact, only by means of a Chinese nuclear guarantee to 

North Korea can the United States perpetuate its own extended deterrent, protecting 

South Korea and Japan with American nuclear weapons. Negotiating this will be a key 
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element in any successful deal with North Korea. There is no time to waste and much 

new thinking to be done.

The United States must have a plan for success that is something other than wishful 

thinking. We must also have a plan in case the talks fail that demonstrates our 

steadfastness as an ally as well as our deep reluctance to risk a new war in the region, 

and this plan must lay the foundation for future US action.

•  •  •

The Helsinki Accords, signed in the summer of 1975 at the conclusion of the first 

Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe, were a historic diplomatic 

achievement.2 They were urged on the Americans by our European allies as a way 

to reduce tensions between the Warsaw Pact and NATO. Since the 1950s, the Soviet 

Union had sought to formalize international acquiescence in its dominance over 

Eastern Europe. The Accords, through guarantees of the inviolability of frontiers 

and noninterference in the internal affairs of states, aimed to do just that. In return 

for their formal recognition of this political order, the United States and its Western 

European allies pressed the Soviet Union for commitments on human rights. The Final 

Act, signed at a summit meeting in Helsinki, reflected both of these goals, although 

at the time the human rights provisions of the Final Act were thought to be of little 

realistic significance. The agreement in effect marked the formal end of World War II 

by granting recognition to all the European national frontiers (including Germany’s 

division into the Federal Republic of Germany and the German Democratic Republic) 

that had arisen in the aftermath of the war.

All this is familiar territory for those who study diplomatic and strategic history. What 

is not so familiar is the application of this paradigm—the multilateral conference 

to end a decades-long war as a method of reducing tensions—to the Korean crisis. 

The key lies in linking the recognition of national borders and a commitment to 

nonintervention with denuclearization and extended deterrence.

I.

On September 3, 2017, North Korea conducted a test of a nuclear weapon.3 Seismic 

tremors from this test suggest that it was almost certainly a hydrogen bomb in the 

early stages of development. The test followed an August 28 intermediate-range 

ballistic missile launch over Hokkaido, Japan, and this was succeeded by the launch 

on November 28 of an intercontinental ballistic missile capable of carrying a nuclear 

warhead.4 At least fifteen missile tests and six nuclear tests have occurred since the 

https://www.britannica.com/event/Cold-War
https://www.britannica.com/place/Soviet-Union
https://www.britannica.com/place/Soviet-Union
https://www.britannica.com/topic/history-of-United-States
https://www.britannica.com/event/World-War-II
https://www.britannica.com/place/Germany
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current crisis began.5 The purpose of these tests is to pose a sufficient threat to 

the United States such that not only would Washington be unwilling to launch a 

campaign to change the North Korean regime, but it would also be unwilling to put 

its homeland at risk in order to enable South Korea to resist demands for a forcible 

reunification of the peninsula. Those who say that these developments do not represent 

a material change in affairs could not be more wrong. This change was foreseen in 

1994 by former American national security advisor Brent Scowcroft and again in 2006 

by former US secretary of defense William Perry.6 Both men concluded that America 

could not sit by and let this deadly threat mature. And yet, we did. Some felt that the 

remote possibility of a North Korean attack on the American homeland or our forces 

abroad simply did not pose a significant threat.7 As a trenchant critic of US policy put 

it in a letter to me,

I find the idea of North Korea as a “threat” to America ludicrous. What are they going 

to do? Invade California? The word threat, like terror, is now so abused as to be beyond 

rational debate. It is fear politics. Clearly it is conceivable that Korea could, for some 

demented reason (and I gather they are not demented), loose off a rocket that landed on 

American soil. It would cause a lot of damage, depending on where it landed. But then 

what You could kill a lot of North Koreans. And then what? It is the old fallacy of the 

bomb, that it wins wars. It merely causes damage.8

A good many commentators believed that when the North Koreans achieved the 

technological ability to attack the US homeland, nothing of any strategic significance 

occurred. As one thoughtful and rightly respected writer put it in The Atlantic,

North Korea’s successful test earlier this week of an intercontinental ballistic missile has 

triggered all of the expected alarms. . . .  But apart from the psychological impact on 

Americans, the development doesn’t fundamentally alter the military standoff that has 

been in place for decades. Kim and his father before him have long had the capability 

of inflicting mass casualties on South Korea and the nearly 30,000 American forces 

stationed there. . . .  So unless the lives of Americans on American soil are inherently 

more significant than the lives of those serving in that part of the world, or than Korean 

and Japanese lives, the game is the same. When death tolls are unthinkably high, it’s like 

multiplying infinity.9

For the reasons I will express below, I am convinced that these critics are mistaken 

and that something of historic importance is happening in North Asia. Our present 

enervation, the sense of inertia in US policy, arises in part because we lack the imaginative 

ideas commensurate with the radical change in the strategic situation. We are, in the 
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famous words of Churchill, “decided only to be undecided, resolved to be irresolute, 

adamant for drift [and] solid for fluidity.”10

II.

At present, the United States appears to have only three options: (1) the continued 

diplomatic pursuit of phased negotiations with North Korea, by which it is hoped 

that the imposition of economic sanctions—and the ultimate promise to lift those 

sanctions—will induce the North Koreans to freeze the development of their nuclear 

weapons program, halt further missile testing, and eventually roll back their nuclear 

weapons program; (2) the use of military force either as a demonstration to dissuade 

the North Koreans from pursuing their nuclear weapons ambitions or to actually 

destroy the weapons facilities and launchers that are the embodiment of those 

ambitions; and (3) the tacit acceptance of a North Korean nuclear arsenal capable of 

delivering nuclear weapons to US soil, coupled with threats to retaliate against North 

Korea were those weapons ever to be used to attack the United States.11

China has an important role to play, as the United States recognizes, in all of these 

scenarios. What is less well recognized is that each of them would be a misfortune not 

only for America but also for China. Moreover, the endgame for North Korea, as we 

shall see, is no less fraught. But the North Koreans, unlike the United States and China, 

have less room to maneuver off the fatal track on which they have set themselves. 

The very raison d’être of the regime, as it has tirelessly insisted to its people, is to resist 

the United States. The North Korean regime must persist in its confrontation with 

Washington if it is to maintain its despotic grip on power. A dynasty does not commit 

suicide out of a fear of death.

Yet there is one further possibility, which I will describe in a moment, though it 

will not be realistically evaluated and pursued so long as these three options are 

encapsulated by their advocates, as they are, in a chrysalis of self-deception and 

intoxicating but ultimately deadly illusions of hope. So, first, let’s see what’s wrong 

with each of these options and how costly their pursuit would be to America and 

China, but also to North Korea.

III.

The first option depends on the international community aggressively pursuing 

economic and diplomatic pressure on North Korea.12 Since 2006, at the urging 

of the United States, the UN Security Council has adopted numerous resolutions 

imposing increasingly costly sanctions on North Korea, including severe limits on its 
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weapons trade, banking, and various financial transactions.13 China is the key player 

here because approximately 90 percent of North Korea’s international trade is with 

China.14 It is doubtful, however, that there is any decisive influence the international 

community generally and China specifically can gain from the imposition of sanctions 

that will result in the Kim regime abandoning its nuclear weapon and ballistic missile 

programs. That is because the regime sees these programs as the ultimate guarantor of 

its security and has shown itself willing to impose enormous suffering on its people 

and incur the hostility of many states—including China—to assure its hold on power.

Privately, many people who urge this option recognize this. But they say that if 

negotiations could at least slow down North Korea’s programs, eventually the people  

of North Korea—either in a general uprising or acting through alienated members of  

the leadership—will overthrow the regime. It will be increasingly difficult for North 

Korea to keep its citizens from being exposed to the world outside and, it is said, 

this will increase pressure on Kim Jong Un to find ways to strengthen the economy, 

increase international trade, and pursue economic growth.15 The fact that the regime 

has thus far decisively rejected a policy of opening itself to the world, the possibility of  

which it had earlier entertained with Chinese interlocutors, makes it clear, however, 

that nothing short of a coup d’état or a revolution could alter North Korea’s commitment  

to be a nuclear weapons power. I am not aware of any reporting that such events 

are imminent or even likely.16 While I have the deepest respect for those who have 

endorsed this posture, I do not believe that negotiating a combination of incentives to  

slow down the North Korean nuclear project can be justified on the grounds that  

it will provide us with the time to ensure we are ready for the collapse of the current 

political structure in Pyongyang that, in light of current trends, these critics believe 

will eventually happen.17 On the contrary, time is not on our side, and we have wasted 

a good deal of it already by engaging in such optimistic thinking.

The second option—the use of kinetic attacks on the North Korean military—is, in my 

view, totally unrealistic at this time. Those who suggest it seem to have lost track of the 

reason why we are opposing North Korea’s nuclear programs in the first place. We are 

in Korea to protect an ally, the Republic of South Korea, and to reassure another ally, 

Japan, which is largely disarmed. The consequence of a US preemptive strike against 

North Korea would leave Seoul in ruins. It would be an act for which America would 

not be forgiven and one that could well unravel both the system of US alliances and 

US nonproliferation efforts in the region for which our deterrent and our military 

presence have been responsible. It would also impose enormous costs on China. An 

American military attack on North Korea would trigger the Chinese military alliance 

with North Korea.18 China would be compelled to deploy military force in North Korea 
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with the objective, at a minimum, of creating a buffer zone to prevent millions of 

North Koreans from pouring into China. The North Korean regime might well collapse 

under such attacks, but the consequences for China, including a South Korean military 

presence on its border, are quite unacceptable. Moreover, we must contemplate that 

potentially uncontrolled factions of the North Korean military would take possession 

of those conventional and nuclear weapons the Americans did not destroy and that 

this could lead to a lengthy and horrific conflict.

The third option, which might be called a version of “containment,” is no more 

realistic than the first two. This would mean the acceptance of the development of a 

North Korean nuclear weapons capability that threatens the American homeland. But, 

it is urged, the United States was willing to accept just such hostile capabilities in the 

case of the Soviet Union and China. By credibly threatening to destroy those countries 

by means of nuclear retaliation should they attack the American homeland, US 

forces kept that homeland safe. That was the rationale, at any rate, responsible for the 

Kennedy administration’s decision not to preempt the nascent and vulnerable Chinese 

nuclear program, as many in that administration urged.19

The problem is that North Korea’s strategic objectives are very different from those 

of either China or the Soviet Union. North Korea’s paramount goal is to unite the 

Korean Peninsula.20 There is no geostrategic ambition so compelling as the unification 

of societies that have been rent asunder by war. And while the US deterrent would 

doubtless protect the US homeland, striking the US homeland is not the North Korean 

objective. Rather, its objective is to put South Korea in the position of asking the 

United States to leave the peninsula so as to avoid a conflict that would destroy both 

North and South Korea. This would not be an unrealistic choice by South Koreans 

who could well calculate that the American defense of their government would mean 

the destruction of their society. Such a scenario might be superficially appealing to 

China. After all, isn’t it Chinese policy to see the United States leave the region and 

abandon its local alliances?21 In fact, this may be the most dangerous option of all for 

China because it leads directly to the proliferation of nuclear weapons to both South 

Korea and Japan and the formation of a South Korean-Japanese condominium against 

China. It is the US extended deterrent protecting these countries that has kept them 

from acquiring their own nuclear arsenals (and that has allowed them to nurse historic 

enmities). Remove this deterrent, and both states have the technology, technocracy, 

wealth, and face threats that would impel them to acquire their own nuclear weapons.22

Our current approach to the North Korea problem is a combination of both kinetic and 

diplomatic threats, occasionally alternating with the offer of incentives. This approach 
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cannot succeed. There is nothing the United States can do to North Korea that will 

lead to its renunciation of its nuclear weapons program. North Korea—even before 

it developed the capability to strike the American homeland with nuclear weapons, 

North Korea already posed an unacceptable risk of retaliation against our allies in 

response to an American military intervention. Moreover, there is nothing the US can 

do for North Korea that might induce it to denuclearize because the Kim regime is 

convinced that, for domestic reasons, the leadership can only be assured of remaining 

in power by keeping its country on a war footing against the United States. Finally, 

there is nothing the international community, including China, can do to North Korea 

in the way of greater sanctions or for North Korea by abating sanctions. Neither action 

could possibly persuade the Kim regime to give up its nuclear weapons because the 

regime has concluded that only its threats to others have preserved it thus far.

The failure to achieve a denuclearized Korean Peninsula would be a serious defeat for US 

policy. North Korean nuclear capability would deter the United States from protecting 

its regional allies were they threatened, extorted, or attacked by North Korea. This result 

would risk dissolution of the American northern Pacific alliance and the unraveling 

of our strategic position in Asia. This is emphatically not the situation we faced in 

Europe when two superpowers confronted each other at the head of multistate alliance 

systems—NATO and the Warsaw Pact. North Korea is not the Soviet Union, and its 

history of risk-taking and bizarre regional predations is unique among contemporary 

states. Moreover, our current policy of pressuring China to pressure North Korea not 

only minimizes our influence in the region, it would not—even were it successful—

really compel China, which has every incentive to prolong our role as supplicant.

It is true that containment worked to resolve the Cold War in our favor, and without 

the horrors of a nuclear conflict. But our situation in Europe had two salient features: 

the presence of the US extended deterrent for NATO that prevented the possibility 

of aggression in Central Europe to reunify Germany and the Helsinki Accords that 

ultimately settled the issue of borders and opened up the Warsaw Pact states. My 

proposal has elements that are analogous to both these strategic and legal foundations. 

Chinese nuclear deterrence is a crucial element in my proposal but, as we shall see, not 

the only important initiative. Rather, it sits inside a much larger diplomatic and legal 

framework.

IV.

Leonid Brezhnev, according to Anatoly Dobrynin, relished the “publicity he would 

gain . . .  when the Soviet public learned of the final settlement of the postwar boundaries 

for which they had sacrificed so much.”23 It is noteworthy that the North Koreans have, 
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for many decades, called for an international conference to end the Korean War, and 

they have now apparently been joined in this call by South Korea (which unfortunately 

could sacrifice an important bargaining chip if the United States fails to incorporate 

this concession to North Korea within a more comprehensive plan).24

To appreciate the importance of the North Korean position, we must step back a 

bit from the immediate political crisis and review the historic strategic and legal 

circumstances that brought us here. In July 1950, American and other allied troops 

under UN command entered the conflict that began on June 25, 1950, when 

North Korea crossed the 38th parallel and invaded South Korea. In July 1951, peace 

negotiations began at Panmunjom between the Chinese People’s Volunteer Army 

(which had intervened in the war in October 1950) and the Korean People’s Army of 

North Korea on one side, and the United Nations Command, headed by the United 

States, on the other.25 These negotiations lasted more than two years during which, 

despite some UN successes, there was a military stalemate. The final agreement, 

signed on July 27, 1953, merely provided for an armistice and created a two-mile-wide 

demilitarized zone roughly along the 38th parallel. That cease-fire agreement still 

provides the governing arrangement as the UN resolutions remain in place. Legally, 

the Korean War is in abatement, but it has not terminated because no final peace 

settlement has been agreed to. Indeed, both North and South Korea claim to be the 

sole legitimate government of the peninsula.26

For China, this situation is similar, in some significant aspects, to that faced by the 

Soviet Union in the mid-1970s. Then, too, the national boundaries of its allies were 

not finalized because these frontiers had been forged in the aftermath of World War II 

and there was no peace agreement between the USSR and the other states that fought 

the war. In that sense, the Helsinki Accords of 1975—though not a binding treaty—

finally ended World War II and recognized the inviolability of the postwar borders.27 

Although we think of Helsinki as important in the context of human rights, the 

promises offered by the USSR to uphold basic rights were purchased at the price of the 

states of NATO conceding the national borders of the Warsaw Pact states.

I propose a similar conference, convened by the United Nations, to include North 

Korea, South Korea, Japan, China, and the United States, with the goal of finally 

ending the Korean War and recognizing the borders of both Koreas as inviolate.28 

Roughly speaking, America and China would be in the positions of the United States 

and the USSR at Helsinki—a role that China has long coveted. The crucial predicate 

for the success of the conference will depend on the Chinese guarantee of extended 

deterrence to North Korea linked to North Korean denuclearization and intrusive 
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inspections by the United Nations of the kind negotiated with Iran. I do not see 

that any option other than a Chinese nuclear guarantee has the realistic potential 

to compel Pyongyang to come to an agreement that denuclearizes the peninsula. 

(Washington has already given such a guarantee to South Korea. It is this guarantee 

that has kept South Korea nonnuclear.29)

A nuclear guarantee from China for the inviolability of the North Korean regime is 

the basis for this option, although it sits inside a larger complex of initiatives. If China 

were to give a credible nuclear guarantee to North Korea in the case of a US invasion or 

preemptive strike against the regime, there would be little point in North Korea risking 

the survival of its regime by developing long-range nuclear weapons. This policy is 

not to be confused with the current mutual defense pact between North Korea and 

China, one cornerstone of which is China’s no-first-use policy. Getting under China’s 

nuclear umbrella, however, could provide Kim a greater chance of long-term survival 

than a nuclear arsenal vulnerable to US first strike and antimissile technologies. In 

fact, I think it can be shown that without the protection of Chinese nuclear extended 

deterrence, Kim’s allegedly defensive strategy will almost certainly lead to his eventual 

destruction, with enormous human costs to the peoples of the peninsula.

From Kim’s point of view, there is much security to be gained by such a guarantee 

of deterrence against the United States and much security to be lost if North Korea 

continues its present course when further technological advances in the United States 

render the North Korean arsenal ever more vulnerable. Our aim must be to reorient 

Kim Jong Un’s paranoia, making him more afraid of losing a unique opportunity for 

security in the eyes of his own people than he is afraid of dependence on China.

We must stop kidding ourselves about the incentives we can realistically employ to 

force or induce compliance from North Korea. Nothing short of a credible guarantee 

of the regime’s preservation will modify its behavior. Kim will starve his own people 

and run incalculable risks because he believes he has no other credible choice. No 

guarantee that the United States gives is credible to the North Korean leadership. The 

course of action I am proposing is not without its own risks. It could increase the 

chance of a Chinese-American confrontation and would link Chinese nuclear strategy 

to a surrogate that is unpredictable and appears to relish conflict. Nevertheless, it is 

a more promising option than those currently being canvassed. At present, we are 

dangerously drifting, in part because almost everyone in the United States thinks that 

every avenue has been explored.
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V.

In various recent venues, I have argued that a Chinese guarantee of extended 

deterrence to North Korea, analogous to those the United States gives to Japan and 

South Korea, is the best path—perhaps the only realistic path—to a denuclearized 

Korean Peninsula.30 But even if I am right, why would China want to assert its 

leadership in this way? Why in the world would China, which has a fraught 

relationship with the North Korean regime, want to extend its nuclear deterrent to 

protect that regime and thus assume additional risks of retaliation against the Chinese 

homeland should it ever have to make good on that guarantee? And if it did, why 

would the North Koreans—who at present are so wary of China—accept the offer? 

(There have been rumors that just such a proposal may have been on the agenda of the 

Kim-Xi meeting in March 2018, but I have been unable to confirm this.)

As I’ve indicated, the alternatives for China are bleak. The continuation of the 

current diplomatic strategy by which the international community has made China 

responsible for pressuring North Korea is a strategy that makes both China and the 

United States look helpless in the region and makes China responsible for the failure of 

an impossible diplomatic task. The outcomes of the three scenarios I described earlier 

all have incalculable and potentially deadly consequences for China. On the other 

hand, accepting the leadership role I have described as a co-convener of a conference 

that finally ends the Korean War and that takes these catastrophic options off the  

table is very much in China’s interest. It would secure for China a diplomatic role  

as a great power that its economic growth alone cannot achieve. It would defuse a 

regional conflict with the United States. And it offers the only realistic means of 

restraining a troublesome ally whose ultimate ambitions do not coincide with those  

of China.

At present, the People’s Republic of China has a “central deterrence” relationship 

with the United States. That is, the Chinese nuclear arsenal, which includes nuclear 

warheads that can be launched by missiles from submarines, threatens the United 

States with retaliatory attacks on the American homeland as a way of preventing a 

US strike on the Chinese homeland. “Extended deterrence,” by contrast, describes the 

protection Washington gives to allies like South Korea and Japan: we undertake to 

retaliate on their behalf against any state that attacks them, and this includes a nuclear 

threat against nuclear-armed states like China, Russia, and North Korea.
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VI.

Why would North Korea accept such a Chinese offer? As best we can surmise, North 

Korea’s logic rests on the rationale that fully tested and deployed nuclear capabilities 

will ensure the safety of the regime.

North Korea’s reasoning appears to run like this: no guarantee by the United States 

or by the international community (which North Korea believes is being led by the 

United States) can be trusted. Only the capability to deploy hydrogen fusion warheads 

launched by long-range ballistic missiles that could destroy American cities can provide 

an ironclad guarantee for the regime. North Korea believes that there is nothing of 

such value to the Americans on the peninsula that would lead the United States to 

risk—or suffer—the deaths of millions of Americans. They are not alone in believing 

this. Many commentators have remarked that if Libya and Iraq had developed 

deliverable nuclear weapons, their totalitarian regimes would be in power today.31 

Kim Jong Un, looking at Libya and Iraq, might conclude that Muammar Gaddhafi 

and Saddam Hussein should have developed deliverable nuclear weapons. That’s 

because there would have been nothing of such value to the Americans in a regime 

change for Libya and Iraq that could have possibly persuaded Washington to risk—or 

suffer—the deaths of millions of people: not oil, not imperial hubris, and certainly 

not a desire to vindicate human rights or develop democracy. In North Korea’s eyes, 

once testing confirms its capabilities, the regime will be safe and its dynasty can rest 

easy.

It’s true that even without nuclear warheads and long-range ballistic missiles, North 

Korea could still threaten millions of people in Japan and South Korea, two of 

America’s closest allies. But that threat might not deter the United States from seeking 

regime change in North Korea owing to the notorious problem that bedeviled our 

alliances in the Cold War—the possibility that the mere threat to damage US allies 

would be insufficient to deter Washington from a surprise first strike against the 

Soviet Union or China. Therefore, Pyongyang has developed the capability to deploy 

hydrogen fusion warheads launched with long-range ballistic missiles that could, 

without anything like pinpoint accuracy, destroy a number of US cities.

There is an error embedded in this reasoning, however, that—unless urgent steps 

are taken by North Korea to defuse the situation—will almost certainly lead to the 

destruction of the regime. That catastrophic error is the result of precisely the move 

that Kim thought would render his regime invulnerable. As long as only American 

allies, like South Korea and Japan, were threatened by North Korea, there was no 

urgent need for the United States to act to remove the Kim regime. It was thought 
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that if we simply played for time, eventually the sort of internal contradictions that 

resulted in the collapse of the regimes that governed the Warsaw Pact states would 

bring about a similar transformation in North Korea. Washington could afford to wait. 

Many things might occur: a revolution in North Korea, a coup by internal dissidents 

(perhaps in league with Chinese sympathizers), the rise of a Kim descendant who gave 

priority to economic growth and international trade. All of these were not unrealistic 

hopes. Nothing much was lost by this wishful thinking, it was believed, and much 

catastrophe was avoided.

But now, whether by design or miscalculation—whether by the regime or by some 

faction thereof, by the North Korean state or by nonstate actors who buy or barter for 

North Korean weapons—the US homeland has been placed in a jeopardy that will 

definitely concentrate the American mind. As a consequence, there is an immense and 

compelling incentive for Washington to surge the development of its nuclear damage 

limitation capabilities: the ability to limit North Korea’s capacity to inflict retaliatory 

damage on the United States. Changes in technology derived from the revolution in 

rapid computation and communications that is still accelerating will decisively erode 

North Korea’s retaliatory capabilities.32 Techniques like hardening and concealment 

that currently protect the North Korean arsenal are being made obsolete by advances 

in accuracy, the timing of detonation, and remote sensing devices.33 New guidance 

systems, data processing and telecommunications, artificial intelligence, and many 

of the other by-products of the computer revolution are driving this development.34 

Absent the new North Korean threat to the American homeland, the United States 

might well forgo the pursuit of such damage-limiting capabilities because the 

acquisition of this capacity brings with it other risks, like launch-on-warning protocols. 

But North Korea’s maneuvers to secure its future have made it now so deadly to 

America that—unless some decisive step away from this fate is taken—the removal of 

the regime is sealed.

At present, North Korea’s policy rests on a total acceptance of the “deterrence 

assumption.”35 This is the assumption that a state’s possession of even a modest 

number of deliverable nuclear weapons renders credible the threat to destroy another 

state, such that any other state contemplating an attack will be wholly dissuaded from 

destroying the state possessing such weapons. Already, however, the developments 

in technology and tactics just mentioned promise to fatally undermine the premise 

of survivability that underlies this assumption.

As a result, at present the future of the North Korean regime is deeply problematic. 

In the short run, Pyongyang will arm as quickly as possible and make threats as dire 
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as it can conceive. But even without war in the immediate time frame, which would 

certainly destroy the Kim dynasty, North Korea is living on borrowed time. Two bits 

of jargon are helpful here: decoupling and uncoupling. “Decoupling” is the refusal to 

use US weapons on behalf of US allies out of fear of retaliation against the American 

homeland, e.g., the fear during the Cold War that the US deterrent would become 

detached (“decoupled”) from the extended, non-homeland theaters in Europe and Asia 

it protected.36 “Uncoupling” reflects the fear that the United States would in an actual 

war lower the risk to the American homeland by confining its nuclear retaliation to 

the extended theater in a tacit bargain to spare the homelands of the nuclear armed 

combatants.37 (“Fighting to the last German,” it was sometimes said, in case of Soviet 

invasion of West Germany if the use of US nuclear weapons was limited to attacking 

the invading force.38) Eventually, the United States will strike North Korea’s war-

making machine because the nuclear scenario will have shifted from “decoupling” 

to “uncoupling.” That is, North Korea’s threat to the US homeland will drive the 

American will to accept considerable risks to her allies to neutralize that threat. 

Despite South Korean statements that no US strikes on North Korea should take place 

without South Korea’s consent, a more accurate description of US policy was given 

by John Bolton just prior to his being named national security advisor: “No foreign 

government, even a close ally, can veto action to protect Americans from Kim Jong-un’s 

nuclear weapons.”39

Only one maneuver can save North Korea—the acquisition of a credible nuclear 

guarantee by Russia or, much more likely, China. Their arsenals are of very different 

sizes—China’s being much smaller and more vulnerable. But in any case, it is scarcely 

conceivable that Washington would risk nuclear retaliation just to rid the world of 

the Kim regime. Given recent Russian behavior, there is little reason to think that it 

would play a constructive role in the conference I am proposing. A Chinese nuclear 

guarantee, negotiated as a necessary predicate to convening the conference—which 

both China and North Korea have long sought—is the key.

The difficulties are threefold. The first lies in persuading North Korea that its negotiating 

strength is at its apogee now—for the reasons I have given—and that its peril will 

only grow in the absence of such a guarantee. The second is persuading China, which 

has a no-first-use policy regarding nuclear weapons, to adopt a program of extended 

deterrence to protect its fractious and unpredictable neighbor. Nor is it obvious that the 

US leadership has the will to press for such an imaginative but counterintuitive policy.

But in fact, not only is this a way out of the current crisis—it is the only option that, 

with the adoption of other policies like the mutual renunciation of reunification by 
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force of the Koreas, can eventually lead to a denuclearization of the peninsula. That 

is because the extension of nuclear deterrence by China would depend on North 

Korean compliance with intrusive inspections. Should North Korea be found cheating, 

the Chinese guarantee would evaporate. This is a far more powerful check on North 

Korean duplicity than any other realistic threat.

This approach is far preferable to the policies we are currently pursuing. Those policies 

are weak and ineffectual, dangerous and self-destructive, or both. (This is why the 

North Korean propaganda machine trumpeted, rather than suppressed, President 

Trump’s threats to unleash “fire and fury . . .  the likes of which this world has never 

seen” and to “totally destroy North Korea.”40) Moreover, such threats unnerve the 

publics of our allies in the region and discredit those political elements that support 

an alliance with the United States.41 Finally, it is always possible that in such an 

atmosphere, a stray airliner or North Korean missile launch that goes awry might 

trigger a regional holocaust. Our strategic objective in the region is not to weaken 

North Korea or China but to strengthen our alliances with South Korea and Japan. 

The current policy has just the opposite impact, making Washington look feckless and 

menacing at the same time.

On the other hand, as one British military historian has observed, once the DMZ is 

internationally recognized as a border, North Korea will enjoy the protection of the 

United Nations—which in the medium term should be attractive to Kim.42 In the 

longer run, however, we may hope that this very stability may tend toward unification 

on South Korean terms—like German reunification, which ultimately proceeded from 

Helsinki.

VII.

Let me anticipate a few objections.

As I acknowledge below that it takes more to reassure an ally than to deter an enemy, 

why would a Chinese guarantee be sufficient to convince Kim “to go naked,” as one of 

my correspondents asked? Some have also noted that the precedent of Saddam in 1993 

and 2003 suggests otherwise. It should be pointed out, however, that there was no great 

power guarantee to Saddam to ensure his regime’s survival in the event that he truly 

abandoned his pursuit of weapons of mass destruction and was seen to have done so.

Game theory suggests that Washington might be averse to acting, and this prediction 

gives grounds for Kim simply taking his chances.43 Moreover, perhaps my argument 

proves too much: If Kim were really in such trouble in light of developing US 
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capabilities, then why would he even need a guarantee? He should, rationally, 

denuclearize on his own.

There is a certain logic to this, but politics is more a matter of history and path 

dependence than of rigorous rationality. Given where Kim is now—not perhaps 

where he should be had he really thought things through—he could not unilaterally 

denuclearize and remain in power. Too much of his regime’s hold on its people is 

premised on the American threat and his resistance to that threat. It may be that this 

is a stupendous example of the fallacy of sunk costs. But if so, it wouldn’t be the first 

time that world events turned on such agates, viz., the US tragedy in Vietnam.

What of the risks to China of being tethered to such an ally? How then does China 

handle the entrapment problem of a North Korea emboldened to challenge South 

Korea in the hopes that South Korea and America will be deterred by the possibility 

of a Chinese retaliation? One might argue that the Chinese could play the strategic 

ambiguity game as we do vis-à-vis Taiwan. But such an ambiguity would make it even 

less likely that Kim would see the assurance as reliable enough to abandon his nuclear 

weapons.

I have earlier briefly referred to the risks China might run with any alliance linking it 

to North Korea. China, however, already has such an alliance. In any case, the nuclear 

guarantee, as I emphasized, is a defensive one. Kim could hardly be confident that 

China would join him in extraterritorial adventures—indeed, quite the contrary. 

The potential withdrawal of the Chinese guarantee would be a powerful deterrent to 

North Korean adventurism. Finally, strategic ambiguity is not what I am suggesting, 

but rather an explicit extended deterrent. That guarantee promises to secure the 

borders of North Korea and its right to run its internal affairs without intervention—

that is the Helsinki point.

VIII.

It is a familiar quotation of Nietzsche’s that “forgetting our objectives is the most 

frequent stupidity in which we indulge ourselves.” What is less well known is his 

explanation: “Along the journey we commonly forget its goal. Almost every vocation 

is chosen and entered upon as a means to a purpose but is ultimately continued as a 

final purpose in itself.”44

In this essay I have devoted some time to arguing that despite the difficulties each 

party might perceive in exploring my proposal, North Korea and China both have 

good reasons to pursue it. While I have adverted to the costs to the United States 
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of continuing on the paths we are currently traveling, I have not spent much time 

on why we ought to be able to get the US government on board. Indeed, I hope it 

won’t sound captious to say that the US government may be the most difficult party 

to persuade. That’s because there are considerable psychological and cultural costs 

whenever a policy of decades is abandoned. Bureaucratic veterans and participants in 

the national security conversation have to rethink their conclusions and entertain the 

possibility that they have been consistently wrong.45

Indeed, with conventional wisdom so tightly wound around certain premises—China 

would never make the offer, North Korea would never accept—there is little incentive 

to go back to fundamentals, especially the fundamental point of why we are in the 

region to begin with and what risks there are to the security of South Korea and 

Japan in continuing our current drift, whether it is a drift to war, or acquiescence, 

or humiliating and dangerous retreat. It seems that Nietzsche’s observation has not 

spared the United States.

Confronting North Korea is a means to a purpose; have we forgotten that purpose 

in the process of almost seven decades of confrontation? As my correspondent wrote, 

it can’t really be that we are afraid of North Korea invading California.

We are concerned about North Korea’s threats to America because we are committed 

to the security and peace of South Korea. We fought a difficult war there to preserve 

South Korea’s independence the first time North Korea invaded. Our objective then 

was to stabilize a world order committed to the rule of law, the peaceful settlement 

of international disputes, and—above all—the freedom of peoples to pursue their 

own national destinies without intimidation from their neighbors. Institutions were 

created and supported that encouraged free markets and open trading arrangements, 

government by representation, and security cooperation because we believed these were 

means to achieve our ends. Indeed, to secure these freedoms in Asia and in Europe, the 

United States ran really dreadful risks to its homeland. Now a new threat to America is 

poised to become a reality. Do we really understand why we have to repel it?

If the danger is nuclear proliferation to South Korea and Japan, what’s wrong with 

that? France and the United Kingdom have independent nuclear deterrents. If that is 

the only way that South Koreans can remain a free society, then why shouldn’t they 

protect themselves, should they care to? If they do, and feel they need nuclear weapons 

to do so, why should we discourage them? And if they don’t—if they are coerced into 

a unified state that reverses the prosperity and representative democracy they now 

enjoy—what business is it of ours?
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One answer is that the proliferation of nuclear weapons is going in the wrong 

direction. It is our objective to reduce the number of weapons worldwide because 

we fear that the likelihood of their being used would increase, which would be a 

catastrophe for civilian populations. Another answer lies in how this proliferation 

would have come about: here it would have been as a consequence of the collapse of 

the US nuclear guarantee, which means that it carries with it the destruction of our 

most important alliances in the region. Another answer is that democratic solidarity 

is threatened by warfare, and strong alliances have—thus far—prevented the return of 

great power armed conflict.

Moreover, preventing the proliferation of nuclear weapons to South Korea and Japan 

is an important goal of China, with whom we wish to have cooperative and peaceful 

relations. Making China feel less safe may be satisfying to those who regard conflict 

between America and China as inevitable, but this may simply make conflict more 

likely. For those who think China is certain to be our ultimate adversary, it should be 

pointed out that China’s greatest geostrategic weakness is a lack of allies. Strengthening 

North Korea, one of its few allies, can’t be a positive step. A unified Korea under 

Pyongyang would be a formidable partner for Beijing.

But perhaps the most salient reason why we should be concerned about proliferation 

is that it would amount to a reversal of what has been, up to now, an astonishingly 

successful international strategy by the United States to use alliances to transform 

states ruined by war and to link them to our own security. We pursued this strategy 

because we faced a potentially mortal threat to our constitutional way of life and 

because it was congruent with our most hallowed values of respect for the individual 

conscience and hostility to state coercion.

Does anyone believe that abandoning South Korea and Japan will improve the lives 

of their peoples, strengthen their solidarity with the lives of our people, and diminish 

the strength of those parties who would dearly love to remove the American example 

from the possibilities available to the future? Or have we, along the way, forgotten the 

objectives of US strategy?

Let’s remember precisely what this crisis is really about. It does not concern a threat 

against the United States per se, but rather a campaign to unify the peninsula by 

persuading South Koreans that we will either not risk our own homeland to protect them 

or, if pressed to intervene, will allow South Korea to become a cemetery by confining 

the battlefield to their homeland in order to spare ours. How America responds to this 

crisis will influence the expectations of states all across the world, for decades to come.
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I would like to conclude by quoting a letter to me from Rolf Ekeus, the distinguished 

diplomat who as much as anyone is familiar with the history and politics of nuclear 

deterrence and proliferation. He writes,

The situation on the peninsula is gradually and systematically worsening and I doubt that 

the confirmation and continuation of policies with no new thinking will lead to anything 

else than a catastrophe.46
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each player’s joining fell to 22 percent. Finally, for six or more members, the probability of cartel creation 
plummeted to zero. Think of airlines: we have seen that, when there are three carriers, all three implicitly 
collude, and airfares and profits are strong. Then, if one or two new airlines enter (recall Freddie Laker), 
price wars break out and airfares drop sharply.

The second development in game theory was due to Selten’s co-Nobel prize winner, John Harsanyi (a third 
co-winner was John Nash). Until Harsanyi’s work in the late 1960s, game theory had assumed that each 
player knew almost everything about his antagonists, i.e., their level of risk aversion, their preferences, and 
their resources. Harsanyi extended game theory to deal with cases where players knew much less, that 
is, to cases of “incomplete information.” The solutions to incomplete information games are much more 
unstable and prone to “mistakes” and miscalculations than are those of complete information. See John C. 
Harsanyi, “Games with Incomplete Information Played by “Bayesian” Players, I-III. Part I. The Basic Model,” 
Management Science, 14, no. 3 (November 1967): 159–82, accessed April 12, 2018, http:// www2 . cs . siu . edu 
/ ~hexmoor / classes / CS491 - F10 / Harasyani . pdf.

When the insights of these two theoretical results are applied to international relations, we now know that 
the greater the number of players, and the more incomplete the information, the greater the instability 
and the chance of war. To begin with, when there are five nations involved (think of the five empires at the 
outbreak of World War I or the five players in the Korean crisis), there are more than thirty coalitions that can 
form and complicate matters as they did in 1913. We know from Selten’s result that the probability of a stable 
agreement in such a game is negligible. With only two players, however, there are no coalitions at all. In this 
latter case, game theory predicts the kind of stability we witnessed between the USSR and the United States 
between 1950 and 1990. Now factor in incomplete information and the fact that the magnitude of incomplete 
information explodes with the number of coalitions. The result: an even greater degree of instability.

Brock’s main point was that my strategy transforms today’s unstable game of five players (Japan, the 
United States, China, North Korea, and South Korea) into a stable two-player game of relatively complete 
information: the United States and China.
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much we know about North Korean intentions,” but then he quickly concluded, “I think your suggestion is a 
non-starter for the DPRK.” It may well be, but for many US government officials a more accurate answer is, 
“Your suggestion is a non-starter for me.” North Korea’s intentions are best determined by approaching it.
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